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3D PINECONE ORNAMENT
Design by: RockinRenee (16 Projects)
About me: I am a stay at hom e m om that
loves to craft in m y spare tim e. I have a very
eclectic taste both in style and crafting, so you
will find all sorts of different things on m y blog.
Hope you will visit!

Project skill level: easy
Project time: 30 minutes to 1 hour
Project tags: Christmas Home Décor/Accents

Vintage Thanksgiving Winter Trendy Holiday Teacher Gifts/Cards
Outdoors Holiday Décor Playful
Looking for a w ay to bring the "outside" inside on your
tree? This project teaches you how to make cone
ornaments to "spruce" up your holiday tree.

CRICUT ®: WHAT WAS USED
Cricut Expression&reg;
2

Giant Flowers

OTHER MATERIALS NEEDED
Paper mache ornament or any 3D oval sha

Patterned cardstock

Green glittered cardstock

Coarse glitter

Coordinating ribbon

PROJECT CUT FILES
Pinecone Ornament.ccr

STEP 1
Start off with a paper mache ornament from a craft store. You could also use a styrofoam egg or anything else with a similar oval shape.

STEP 2
Cut your scale leaves from Cricut cartridge Giant Flowers @ 1.5". There are other leaf shapes that would work as well from Cricut
cartridges Flower Shoppe and Mother's Day Bouquet. Adhere your first few scale leaves to your shape. I used hot glue. When adhering
these first few leaves, glue the entire back portion of them so they lay flat against your shape.

STEP 3
Using a petal roller or rounded tool and a foam mat or spongy surface, roll the bottom edges of your scale leaf to create texture.

STEP 4
Using your adhesive (again, I used hot glue) adhere the top portion pieces of your scale leaf layered together to form a curved shape.

STEP 5
Now, push the bottom center of your leaf forward so that it creates a small hump in the middle of your leaf.

STEP 6
Here is another view of what the completed scale leaf looks like. Repeat these steps for all the remaining scale leaves. This texturizing
step is optional, but it does add more of a realistic look to your pinecone.

STEP 7
Start layering the scale leaves onto your shape in alternating circle layers. When adhering these leaves, only glue the top edge of the leave
pieces so that the bottom portion of the scale leaves are allowed to curl up and out as previously texturized. Repeat the circle layers until
your shape is covered. If using a shape that does not already have an ornament hanger, stop half way through the leaf covering process
and add a ribbon that reaches from side to side, leaving enough slack at the top to create a hanger upon completion.

STEP 8
When adhering the last few scale leaves, again cover the entire back portion of the leaves before laying flat on to your shape. If you added
your own ribbon, the ribbon should just poke through like the gold cord in the picture.

STEP 9
Cut 3 pinecone leaves from Cricut cartridge Mother's Day Bouquet, 2 @ 1.9" and 1 @ 2.25". Texturize using the same rolling technique
used to create the scale leaves. Adhere to one side of the cone starting with the larger leaf.

STEP 10
Add a bow in a coordinating ribbon color to the top of your cone. Adhere the bow portion down if desired. Add glitter to the outer edges of
your scale leaves. I used Glossy Accents to adhere the coarse glitter with (optional).
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